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Abstract

tions [26]. It provides high communications features, such
as bandwidth, data rate and switching techniques. The
LTE architecture provides more secure communication
than 2G and 3G mobile communication systems by providing mutual authentication between the User Equipment (UE) and Mobility Management Entity (MME).
Authentication and Key Agreement protocol for Evolved
Packet System EPS-AKA is a technique which executes
authentication and session key distribution in LTE security architecture and it is a challenge-response based
mechanism that employs symmetric cryptography. The
fundamental EPS/LTE architecture is founded on UMTSAKA and it provides secure network access. When a subscriber attempts to access WLAN, the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is sent through a Network
Access Identifier (NAI) to the Access Point (AP). Although the basic EPS-AKA has some advantages, such as
larger authentication keys, stronger hash function (SHA1), support for mutual authentication, support for signaling message data integrity, support for signaling information encryption, support for user data encryption
and protection, it has many vulnerabilities as elaborated
in [31].

Long Term Evolution LTE is the first technology that provides exclusively packet-switched data and modifies the
security architecture of the 2G and 3G systems. The LTE
security architecture offers confidentiality, access control,
a kind of obscurity and mutual authentication. However,
numerous types of attacks can be encountered during
the mutual authentication process which is a challengeresponse based technique. Therefore, a high secure public
key algorithm can be implemented to improve the network
security services. As the network operator is often considered as not being a highly trusted party and can thus
face threats, the communications ends are the only secure
parties to provide such security features. This paper proposes a secure mutual authentication and key agreement
scheme for LTE cellular system with user-to-user security. The network side in this scheme operates as a proxy
and non-trusted party to provide the security architecture
with more flexibility and reliability. This is achieved by
using designated verifier proxy signature and key agreement protocol based bilinear pairing with some changes
in both security algorithms and LTE security architecture
within the LTE standardization. Our security and performance analysis demonstrated that the proposed scheme
1.1 Motivation
is more secure compared to the basic authentication and
key agreements schemes.
The basic AKA protocol is a challenge-response protocol
Keywords: 4G security, LTE-AKA, LTE proxy signature, which it has many vulnerabilities. The primary objectives
of this paper is to find a solution to the basic EPS-AKA
mobile communication security
problems such as false base station attack, IMSI catcher,
and to achieve a strong security scheme which can provide
user-to-user mutual authentication and key agreement se1 Introduction
curity. By solving these problems, the users gain more
LTE also referred to as 4G communication system is the trust in their network due to the network operator worknext generation of mobile communication system that is ing only as a proxy. Moreover, the network operator can
being developed by 3GPP for secure and fast commu- help the users to implement their security features, and
nication for 4G mobile communication standards. LTE it is considered to be a protected party.
has high efficiency, and good communication specificaThe proposed scheme is based on designated verifier
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proxy signature (DVPS) which is a special type of proxy
signature in which the designated verifier (UE) alone can
check the validity of the proxy (MME) signatures. Our
proposed scheme consists of five main algorithms, setup
and key generation, signature generation by the users
UE’s, signature verification and proxy signature generation by the network MME, proxy signature verification
by the designated verifiers (users UE’s), and session key
generation by the users UE’s. The original signer (User A)
delegates its signing power to the proxy signer (Network
operator) to generate proxy signatures for the designated
verifier (User B) whereas in the last algorithm, User B
checks the validity of the proxy signatures by using its
own secret key. Furthermore, in our proposed scheme we
made some changes to make DVPS more compatible with
the LTE security architecture and to provide user-to-user
mutual authentication and key agreement protocol. Designated verifier signature and proxy signature offers many
kinds of security levels as proposed in the literature in the
field of DVS [15, 17, 24, 30, 33, 36].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic EPS-AKA protocol; Section 3
presents briefly the basic EPS-AKA Vulnerabilities and
some threats which are the motivations for this paper;
Section 4 discusses the preliminaries of our proposed
scheme and we introduce the basic principles of bilinear pairing and designated verifier signature; Section 5
presents our proposed system model and we firstly introduce some assumptions and definitions then present the
phases of our proposed scheme; in Sections 6 and 7 we
evaluate our proposed scheme by analyzing the security
and the performance efficiency respectively; Finally Section 8 concludes this work.

2

The Basic EPS-AKA Protocol

The basic EPS-AKA scheme is a challenge-response based
protocol and is quite similar to the UMTS-AKA version [6], except for the key set identifier (eKSI) in the
challenge, and for separation indicator process when the
user equipment (UE) verifies that the separation bit is set
for E-UTRAN access. However, the main purpose of EPSAKA protocol is the authentication of the user and the
establishment of a new local master key KASME between
the MME and the UE. EPS-AKA is also used for verification of the freshness of the authentication vector and
authentication of its origin (the users home network) by
the USIM. KASME is used in subsequent procedures for
deriving further keys for the protection of the user plane,
Radio Resource Control signalling, and Non-Access Stratum signaling [29].
The EPS-AKA procedure is as follows:
1) Generate EPS authentication vectors (AVs) in the
HSS upon request from the MME, and distribute
them to the MME. Hence, the MME needs to identify the UE before requesting authentication vectors
from the HSS.
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2) Mutual authentication and establishing a new shared
key between the serving network and the UE.
3) Authentication data distribution between serving
networks.
The MME invokes the procedure by requesting EPS
authentication vectors from the HSS. The authentication
information request shall include the IMSI, the serving
network identity ‘SN id’ of the requesting MME, and
an indication that the authentication information is requested for EPS. The SN id is required for the computation of KASME in the HSS. Then the MME invokes the
authentication request procedure by selecting the next unused EPS authentication vector from the ordered array of
EPS authentication vectors in the MME database (if there
is more than one). If the MME has no EPS AV it requests
one from the HSS. The MME then sends the random challenge RAND and the authentication token for network authentication AUTN from the selected EPS authentication
vector to the mobile equipment, which forwards it to the
USIM. The MME also generates a key set identifier eKSI
and includes it in the Authentication Request. For the
verification process and when the USIM receive RAND
and AUTN, then the USIM first computes the anonymity
key AK = f 5K (RAN
retrieves the sequence numLD) andL
ber SQN = (SQN
AK) AK, where K is the permanent pre-shared secret key between USIM and AuC,
and then the USIM computes XM AC = f 1K(SQN k
RAN D k AM F ) and verifies that it equals the MAC included in AUTN. For the authentication response process
and upon receipt of the Authentication Response message
the MME checks whether the received RES matches the
expected response XRES from the selected authentication
vector. If it does then the authentication of the user has
been successful [10]. Figure 1 illustrates the handshaking
procedures of the basic EPS-AKA protocol.

3

Vulnerabilities
EPS-AKA

of

the

Basic

For network access security, 2G mobile systems such as
GSM and CDMA were designed to be protected against
external attacks. However, these designs have led to numerous interception attacks [27, 35]. In 3G network, a mobile station is connected to a visited network by means of a
radio link to a particular base station (Node B). Multiple
base stations of the network are connected to a Radio Network Controller (RNC) and multiple RNCs are controlled
by a GPRS2 Support Node (GSN) in the packet-switched
case or a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) in the circuitswitched case. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) and
the serving GSN keep track of all mobile stations that
are currently connected to the network. Every subscriber
can be identified by its International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI). In order to protect against profiling attacks, this permanent identifier is sent over the air interface as infrequently as possible. Instead, locally valid
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Figure 1: The basic EPS-AKA scheme

Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) is used to
identify a subscriber whenever possible. Every UMTS
subscriber has a dedicated home network with which he
shares a long term secret key Ki. The Home Location
Register (HLR) keeps track of the current location of all
subscribers of the home network. Mutual authentication
between a mobile station and a visited network is carried
out with the support of the current Serving GSN (SGSN)
or the MSC/VLR respectively. UMTS supports encryption of the radio interface as well as integrity protection
of the signaling messages. For a detailed description we
refer to [1, 2].
Wireless cellular networks were originally designed to
provide ubiquitous access for communication. Although
the 2G network was designed with some security aspects
in mind, GSM just featured cryptographic algorithms to
guarantee privacy and authentication. The GSM security architecture, proposed two decades ago, is nowadays known to be insufficient given current computational
power. UMTS-based 3G networks enhanced the system
by implementing stronger encryption and a two-way authentication scheme. Both encryption and authentication
are further enhanced in LTE. However, with the current
threat landscape and the increasing sophistication of attacks, such security architecture is not enough to guarantee the availability of mobility networks.
The Authentication and Key Agreement protocol in
EPS has a known vulnerability that can be exploited to

breach the privacy of the user’s identity and even his
location [3, 4, 5]. However, many works tried to solve
this problem by proposing alternative protocols [25]. The
vulnerability, (i.e. sending the International Mobile Subscriber Identity in plaintext when no temporary identifier
is valid) which was inherited from UMTS, can be used for
tracking the user and/or detecting the user’s presence.
One of the latest proposed alternative protocols noted as
Security Enhanced Authentication and Key Agreement
(SE-AKA) was Cryptanalyzed in [1] and it was found vulnerable to brute force and intelligent brute force attacks
when no padding is used.
There are several other types of attacks that could
be threats to the LTE mobile network such as malware
spreading, phishing, and DoS/DDoS attacks. DoS/DDoS
is classified, based on the traffic load maliciously generated, into low and high traffics for DoS and DDoS respectively. We note that a special class of attack is defined for
the case of the attacker being already within the network
perimeter and not requiring a charge of malicious traffic.
This is the case of an insider attack. Furthermore, some
attacks have a local scope, disrupting service at the RAN
level and blocking service for a single cell or sector. And
other types of attacks can have a much wider scope, and
are capable of disrupting a large portion of the mobility
network. Local attack is a radio jamming and saturation
of the wireless interface and such attacks can be launched
from a single device or radio transmitter [20]. However,
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the proposed scheme is secure against such attacks and Verify: A deterministic algorithm that accepts a mesparticularly against the common attack, false base stasage m, a signature (σ), the original signer’s public
tion and IMSI catcher attack.
key, the proxy signer’s public key, the proxy signer’s
identity and the receiver’s secret key and then returns Valid if the signature is correct, and otherwise
4 Preliminaries
outputs invalid.
Our scheme relies on designated verifier proxy signature
Proposed System Model
DVPS and key agreement protocol based bilinear pairing. 5
We will briefly introduce the basic principles and some
The proposed design provides user-to-user mutual authenproperties related to these techniques.
tication and key agreement technique for LTE cellular
system which we termed as LTE-AKA. The basic LTE4.1 Bilinear Pairing
AKA scheme does not provide end-to-end security and it
Let G1 be a group of the order of a large prime number has many vulnerabilities as shown in Section 3. We seek
q and G2 be a multiplicative subgroup of a finite field F to address these vulnerabilities in our proposed scheme
of the same order and P be a generator of G1 . A map with more flexibility and security than the basic EPSe : G1 × G1 −→ G2 is called a bilinear map if it has the AKA scheme. We achieve this by using the system parameters in our model and distribute them between the
following properties [21]:
entities during the communication modes. For example
Bilinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab where P, Q ∈ G1 and the system parameters will be distributed in advance and
stored in both USIM card and HSS/AuC and for the sea, b ∈ Zq∗ ;
curity parameters and public keys will be distributed in
Non-degeneracy: P, Q ∈ G1 , such that e(P, Q) 6= 1;
the synchronization mode.
Computability: P, Q ∈ G1 there is an efficient algorithm to compute e(P, Q).

5.1

4.2

The following assumptions are made with regard to our
proposed scheme:

DVS

System Model Assumptions

There exist three participants in the system, namely Alice, Bob and Cindy, who act as the original signer, the
proxy signer and the receiver (or the designated verifier),
respectively. We denote (xi, Pi ) as a pair of private key
and public key for user i, where i ∈ {A, B, C} indicating
Alice, Bob, and Cindy, respectively. A designated verifier proxy signature scheme (DVPS) consists of following
algorithms [13]:

1) Assume user A and user B belongs to the same serving network and here we used the serving network
identity SNID.

Parameters Generation: It takes as input the system
security parameter l and outputs the system parameters.

4) The identifiers IMSI, GUTI, SNID are assumed to be
the identities to be hashed.

Key Generation: It takes as input the security parameter l and outputs the key set: (xi, Pi ) for i = A, B, C.
Proxy Key Generation: A deterministic algorithm
that takes as input the original signer’s secret key,
the proxy signer’s secret key, the identity of the proxy
signer and the warrant mw to generate the proxy key.
That is Proxy Key Gen (xA , xB , IDB , mw ), where
XA and XB are the secret keys of the original signer
and the proxy signer respectively and IDB is the
identity of the proxy signer.
Sign: A deterministic algorithm that takes as input the
proxy key, the designated verifier’s public key and a
message m to generate a signature (σ), where proxy
key is generated by the above Proxy Key Generation
algorithm.

2) Using the home network identity HNID in case user
A and B are not using the same serving network.
3) The identifier IMEI is assumed to be the message to
be signed.

5) The pre-shared key (K) is used as a secret value during the session key phase.

5.2
5.2.1

Definitions of System Model Key
Terms
Definitions

The major parties are the Home Network which is signified by (HSS), and the Visited/Serving Network which is
signified by (MME). However, the subsequent definitions
and terms are vital for our proposed scheme [23].
Home Service Server (HSS): The fundamental subscriber database at the home network (HPLMN). It
is the definitive database of mobile subscriber information for a wireless carrier’s network. It is also the
real-time list that links phones, phone numbers, user
accounts and service plan information.
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Mobility Management Entity (MME): The MME
Table 1: The notations and terms of the proposed scheme
is situated in the visited network (VPLMN). It is the
network termination for the challenge-response part
Notations Description
of the EPS-AKA protocol. It is also the host for the
Subscript
A User A
Access Security Management Entity (ASME), which
Subscript
B User B
is responsible of access security.
Subscript A/B User A and user B
UE User equipment
User Equipment (UE): The user/subscriber equipK Pre-shared key
ment is made up of the mobile equipment (ME) and
X User’s secret key
the subscriber module (UICC/USIM).
A Public key for U EA
B Public key for U EB
Base station or eNodeB (eNB): The radio access
H/SNID Home/Serving network identity
point in LTE. It belongs to the visited network
SK Session key
(VPLMN).
Req Authentication request
Res Authentication response
Serving Network Identity (SNID): SNID refers to
XRes Expected authentication response
the network accessed by the user and it is made up of
PLMN ID (MCC+MNC). However, it classifies the
specific serving network to UE’s while in their roaming mode.

5.3

Authentication Center (AuC): It is a security
database and it recommends any security information management; which (SIM) card is trying
a network connection when a phone has a live
network signal, and it provides security to ensure
that third parties are incapable of exploiting network
subscriber services.
International Mobile Station Equipment Identity
(IMEI): It is a type of serial number that solely recognizes the mobile equipment internationally. The
IMEI is allocated by the equipment manufacturer
and registered by the network operator.
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI):
IMSI is a permanent identity. Each registered user
is solely recognized by its (IMSI) which is saved in
the subscriber identity module (USIM).

The Proposed LTE-AKA Scheme

The proposed scheme is based on designated verifier signature and pairing based key agreement protocol to provide AKA scheme for the LTE cellular communication
system [13, 21]. As we presented in Section 3, the basic
EPS-AKA scheme is challenge-response algorithm which
has many security weaknesses such as false base station
attack and IMSI catcher attack (See Section 6). However, our proposed scheme solves such weaknesses with
the same bandwidth consumption and handshaking process. And it only needs two handshaking processes for
both authentication and key agreement processes. However, the network operator entities MME and HSS/AuC
in our proposed scheme are only as a proxy signer and it
is responsible for the system parameters and then assigns
the GUTI for the visited network and for the users who
belong to this location area. Hence, the session key will
be changeable according to the current location. It will be
computable only for the communication ends of the UE.
Therefore, we assume two cases for our proposed scheme
according to the security based mobility mode. Figure 2
illustrates the handshaking process for both cases.

Globally Unique Temporary UE Identity (GUTI):
GUTI is a temporary identity that is transferred
between UE and the network. It is arbitrarily
Case 1: The two subscribers belong to the same visitallotted by the MME to every mobile in the region,
ing network, i.e. same MME and in this case the
when it is switched on. It consists of two major
MME request the system parameters from the home
components:
network (HSS) which are computed by the AuC in
advance. However, the same SNID will be used for
1) GUMMEI which identifies the MME that asthe AKA protocol.
signed the GUTI.
Case 2: Here we assume the two subscribers wishing to
2) M-TMSI which identifies the UE within the
connect each other are on different visited networks
MME that assigned the GUTI.
i.e. different MME’s (roaming mode) and the LTEAKA will be achieved separately and some parameters exchange via home network HSS and some sys5.2.2 Notations and Terms
tem parameters will be exchanged via the secured
link between MME’s. In this case the home network
Table 1 illustrates the notations used in the proposed
identity PLMN ID will be used for the AKA protocol.
LTE-AKA scheme.
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Figure 2: The proposed LTE-AKA handshaking process

The main objective of our scheme is to provide userto-user AKA security scheme by let the MME’s works as
a proxy and use the user’s identifier IMEI’s as a message
and the subscriber’s GUTI or use the specific IMSI as
identifiers with the network identifier SNID, and later for
the session key. The AuC uses the same parameters to
verify the UE, and then sends another signature which
we called RES to the UE, then when the UE received the
RES’s it will compute the changeable session key depending on the current GUTI identifiers which is allocated in
advance by MME. The UE’s is continuously listening to
the broadcast messages from MME through the base station (eNB) to determine the tracking area by using the
parameter Tracking Area Identity (TAI). The ME is comparing the TAI which is received with that stored in the
USIM and if not equal, UE requests a new TAI. This case
occurs when the mobile is switched on or when the specific UE moved from one location area to another. Hence,
the system parameters and keys will be distributed in
the paging/synchronization processes before the call setup
process. The proposed LTE-AKA scheme consists of the
following four phases.

security parameter, and outputs the system
parameters {G1 , G2 , P, q, e, H1 , H2 }, where
G1 : Cyclic additive group of order q;
G2 : Multiplicative group of order q;
P : Generator of G1 ;
e: Bilinear map e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 ;
H1 : One way hash function: {0, 1}∗ −→
G1 ;
H2 : One way hash function: {0, 1}∗ −→
Zq∗ .
Key Generation: This algorithm will be achieved
by the users, and it computes the public/private
keys, and we assume there are two users A and
B which are willing to contact each other, this
algorithm works as follows:
For U EA :
Pick a secret key xA ∈ Zq∗ and calculate the
corresponding public key
A = xA P.

Phase 1: Setup and Key Generation.
Setup: This phase calculates the system parameters
in the synchronization mode, when the UE connecting to the base station (eNB) which is in
the idle, i.e. NAS security context. This phase
works as follows:
1) UEA want to get access to the network services and connect to UEB, so we have four
entities such as: UEA, UEB, visited network MME, and the home network HSS.
2) The setup algorithm will be done by the
HSS/AuC, and it takes as input the system

Then using its own public key and identifications (IM SIA /GU T IA ) calculates:
QA

=

H1 (IM SIA k GU T IA , A)

DA

=

xA QA , A.

For U EB :
Pick a secret key xB ∈ Zq∗ and calculate the
corresponding public key
B = xB P.
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Then using its own public key and identifications (IM SIB /GU T IB ) calculates:
QB

= H1 (IM SIB k GU T IB , B)

DB

= xB QB , B.
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equal, then by the same way compute ResA and
send it to U EA :
ResA = H2 (IM EIA , e(ReqB , xN QN , A)).

Phase 3: User-to-User authentication.
As the subscriber authentication and network operaFor MME:
tor processes are bedeviled with security problems as
Pick a secret key xN ∈ ZP∗ and calculate
outlined in Section 6, we proposed scheme that can
the corresponding public key
achieve user-to-user authentication and the MME act
as a proxy, and U EA/B as a designated verifiers. The
N = xN P.
algorithm for achieving this purpose as follows:
Then using the public key and home / servFor U EA :
ing network identification (H / SNID) calWhen receive ResA from MME then compute
culates:
XRes :
A

QN = H1 (H/SN ID, N ).

XResA = H2 (IM EIA , e(ReqA , B + N )).

These keys {DA , DB , N, QN } will be distributed
between entities in the synchronization mode
and it will be used in the further phases. However, when the mobile user ME enter the specific
serving network, and start to send location update messages including its own public key, and
it can get the parameters for the specific serving
network.

And check and validate the equality ResA =
XResA holds, if not outputs invalid and abort
access.
For U EB :
When receive ResB from MME then compute
XResB :

Phase 2: MME authenticate the users U EA and U EB
When the user A wants to get access to user
B, Then it will start to compute the following
parameters and send them to MME:
For U EA :
Using MME’s parameters N and QN , and its
own secret key compute the corresponding request ReqA and send it to MME as follows:
ReqA = xA QN .
For U EB :
User B uses its own secret key and the network parameters as follows to compute ReqB
and send it to MME as follows:
ReqB = xB QN .
For MME:
When MME receives the service requests ReqA ,
ReqB it will start to authenticate U EA and
U EB using the system parameters and the
user’s public keys as follows.
MME check e(ReqA , P ) = e(QN , A) for U EA , if
not equal abort the request. If equal, then using
ReqA and B compute ResB response and send
it to U EB :
ResB = H2 (IM EIB , e(ReqA , xN QN , B)).
Then For U EB MME check e(ReqB , P ) =
e(QN , B), if not equal abort the request. If

XResB = H2 (IM EIB , e(ReqB , A + N )).
And check the equality ResB = XResB holds,
if not outputs invalid and abort access. Figure 3
illustrates this phase at the UE/USIM side when
the users authenticate each other.
Correctness:
This correctness for U EA and it is the same process for U EB : When the U EA receives the
ResA = H2 (IM EIA , e(ReqB , xN QN , A)).
It starts to compute:
XResA = H2 (IM EIA , e(ReqA , B + N )).
Where,
A
ReqB

= xA P
= xB QN .

Then,
ResA = H2 (IM EIA , e(xB QN , xN QN , xA P )).
From the bilinear properties we get:
ResA

= H2 (IM EIA , e(xA P, xB QN )
·e(xA P, xN QN ))
= H2 (IM EIA , e(xA QN , xB P )
·e(xA QN , xN P ))
= H2 (IM EIA , e(ReqA , B)
·e(ReqA , N ))

Then,
ResA

= H2 (IM EIA , e(ReqA , B + N ))
= XResA .
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Figure 3: User-to-User authentication

parameters:
Phase 4: Establish a shared secret key between U EA and U E
B.
In our proposed scheme we assume that the
network operator is not highly trusted, and the UE
can only share a secret key. The proposed scheme
can provide User-to-User security as well as mutual
authentication between the two entities. Users A
and B used the pre-shared key K which is distributed
in advance and store in SIM card and AuC, this key
comes from the standard security architecture in the
LTE system, and the parameters QA/B and DA/B
which is distributed in advance during the setup and
key generation phase, and this value depends on
the identifiers (temporary or permanent) which in
turn depends on the current location for the specific
mobile station, i.e. the current serving network
MME. Then users U EA/B can compute the session
key as follows:
For U EA :
Using the pre-shared key (K) the user U EA
can calculate the following parameters which are
distributed during the Setup and key generation
phase.

QB

= H1 (IM SIB /GU T IB , B)

DA

= xA QA , A

TB

= KQB .

Then compute the shared secret session key:
SKB = e(TB , DA + xB QA ).
U EA and U EB will compute the same shared
secret key:
SK

= SKA
= SKB
= e(QA , QB )K(XA+XB) xA xB P.

6

Security Analysis of the Proposed Scheme

This section provides the security analysis of the proposed
scheme. The proposed LTE-AKA scheme is more secure
than the regular EPS-AKA which has a plethora of flaws
as discussed in Section 3. The security analysis for LTE
security architecture develops from UE’s until the core
network HSS/AuC. As the most common security feaQA = H1 (IM SIA /GU T IA , A)
tures for mobile communication are discretion (location
DB = xB QB , B.
and data), authentication, access security, and imitation,
TA = KQA .
the LTE security mechanisms should be able to attain
these security features. Moreover, all these security feaThen compute the shared secret session key
tures derived from the access level because the access level
is the first line of defense against attacks. That means,
SKA = e(TA , DB + xA QB ).
the proposed LTE-AKA scheme offers a strong user-touser mutual authentication and key agreement mechaFor U EB :
nism compared to that of [34]. The security necessities
By the same way U EB calculate the following and analysis are as follows.
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6.1

Security of the User-to-User Mutual also unfeasible to compute the value (xA , xB , P ) due to
the CDH hard problem. The basic EPS-AKA has many
Authentication Scheme

The entity MME has to utilize his secret key xN to create the signatures and transfer them to the precise users,
and U EA and U EB cannot create the signature without
the knowledge of the MME’s secret key, so this feature
makes the proposed scheme unforgeable and somehow offers fortification to the network operator side. Furthermore, MME is the lone entity that can verify the legitimacy of the user’s signatures; hence no snooping can happen due to the MME’s secret key even if the user’s secret
keys are revealed.

6.2

flaws as we presented in Section 3, and the most common
problem in this context is that the privacy of the user’s
identities and even their locations by sending the IMSI
identifier in clear as we know it as IMSI catcher attack,
and many proposed works tried to solve such problems.
In general, the proposed scheme is considered to be more
secure since it provides user’s privacy and access security, achieves user-to-user mutual authentication and key
agreement scheme, and the third party (the network side)
work as proxy and we consider it as untrusted third party.

6.5 End-to-end Security
Security of the Secret Session Key
Many research works focus on the security between the
Scheme

The session key attacker can obtain the system parameters and the public keys which are conveyed in public
during setup and key generation phase. However, it is
difficult for an attacker to work out the session key SK
because the attacker does not know the secret keys and
the pre-shared key K which are saved securely in both
the SIM card and AuC. Furthermore, the attacker can
get some information for example one side secret key, but
cannot compute the session key. Without knowing all the
secret keys xA , xB , xN , which belongs to CDH and it’s a
hard and difficult problem.

mobile user and the base station due to the insecure air
interface, and it is easy for an attacker to eavesdrop this
particular link [8]. However, our proposed scheme provide end-to-end security and only users can compute the
session key, and they can authenticate each other as well
as the network operator can authenticate the users.

6.6

Replay Attack

The proposed scheme is secure against the replay attack
due to the changeable session keys:
SK

6.3

False Base Station Attack

False base station also referred to as IMSI catcher attack [3, 4, 5], it is a widespread attack in the field of
mobile communication security, generally known as manin-the-middle attack. In this attack, the user’s identifiers
can put a false base station between the mobile station
and base station to act as a real base station. However,
our proposed scheme is secure against such attack due to
the identifiers protection by using the hash. Therefore,
there is no way to try this attack by sending the fake
message because the permanent identifier IMEI is used as
a message to be signed. Moreover, to compute the SK,
the attacker needs to get the secret parameters and they
are not known and are not published in public. Furthermore, the proposed scheme provides obscurity to the users
somehow by using temporary identifiers (GUTI) instead
of (IMSI) when the user is in the roaming mode.

6.4
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Known Key Attack
ward/Backward Secrecy

and

For-

By obtaining the secret keys of U EA and U EB , it still
cannot be realistic for the attacker to recover the previous session keys. The reason is that the session key entails
the temporary identifiers and the secret keys. Thus, it is
impossible to obtain any secret keys or the session key
from the public parameters as well as GUTI work as a
temporary key for every session. On the other hand, it is

=

SKA = SKB

=

e(QA , QB )K(XA+XB) xA xB P.

The session key derived from the hash value of the
temporary identities and the public keys. The temporary
identity GUTI is changeable according to the user’s location area, and hence when the attacker replays with the
previous security parameters, then the request will be rejected because the users UE’s will know that this request
is invalid.

7

Performance Evaluation

Since 4G cellular systems offer a high specification performance as mentioned in the introduction section, the
security feature can be enhanced using the new network
utilities as much as a strong security is needed. However, the proposed scheme makes use of these advantages
and evaluates the performance of the proposed LTE-AKA
protocol.
The performance of our proposed scheme is evaluated
using the existing experimental setup of [11, 12] for a variety of cryptographic operations using MIRACLE [32] in
PIV 3 GHZ processor with Windows XP operating system and 512 MB memory. From [11, 12] the relative running time for the operations we employed in our proposed
model and we define some terms for the running time calculation as follows:
Tp = Pairing operation: 20.01 (ms).
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Figure 4: Running time-based efficiency comparison

Tm = Pairing-based scalar multiplication: 6.38 (ms).
Te = ECC-based scalar multiplication: 0.83 (ms).
Th = Hash function: 3.04 (ms).
We observe that the implementation of the proposed
model required three pairing operations and one exponential operation on the user side and four pairing operations and one exponential operation on the network side,
and for the other operations we assumed that the running
time is omitted. Table 2 shows the performance efficiency
based running time of the proposed model.
According to the computational cost we clearly can
note that the total running time in both UE side and
MME side is 109.11 (ms). That means, the proposed
model scheme is quite reliable to be implemented in the
real field of the LTE mobile communication systems comparing with the standard EPS-AKA scheme. Generally, from the above analysis and results it can be noted
that the proposed scheme has reasonable computational
complexity when it is compared to the basic protocols
such as EPS-AKA and Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP-AKA) which it takes about 1000 ms [28].
In the mobile communication field, computation cost
is very important. When a user requests a service to a
provider with payment way, the users will care about the
transmission and computational cost [16].
Many research works have been proposed schemes in
the field of mobile communication security, particularly
in authentication and key agreement protocol such as
[7, 9, 14, 18, 19, 22, 37, 38], here we give a reasonable
computational cost comparison (UE’s side) for our proposed scheme with [22, 37]. This comparison will be calculated based on the operation’s computational cost for
each reference. Table 3 shows comparison of the computational cost efficiency, Figure 4 illustrates comparisons

of the performance efficiency based running time and Table 4 shows comparison of the security-based performance
efficiency for our proposed scheme with the basic scheme
EPS-AKA and [7, 9, 18].
From the above comparisons we can observe that the
proposed scheme can be applied in the practical field of
LTE cellular system according to the relatively accepted
performance efficiency comparing with the call setup process in LTE cellular system, EAP-AKA, and the previous
research works.

8

Conclusion

The LTE cellular system possesses considerable communication flexibility, and the agreement of mobile phone
manufacturers is also required. However, the improvement of the deployed public key cryptographic algorithms
can be very useful. The LTE security architecture is a mature evolved architecture, with both strengths and weaknesses, and therefore, the PKI infrastructure is more secure and it can be modified as well as the LTE security
architecture. In this paper, we proposed a secure LTEAKA scheme which is based on user-to-user security. The
proposed scheme is performed at the end-entities, therefore it is more flexible and there is no need to make any
change within the core network. Furthermore, we have
analyzed the security and the performance of our scheme
and realized that the proposed scheme is more flexible and
secure than the basic EPS-AKA scheme which has many
weaknesses.
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